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GEI-98309
TYPE SLY13A RELAY
DESCRIPTION
The Type SLY13A relay is a transistorized relay for three-phase and phaseto-phase transmission line fault protection in a directional comparison protective
scheme using a pilot channel. The relay contains circuits to produce mho-type
directional characteristics for tripping (MT) and offset mho characteristics for
transmitting a blocking signal (MB). The relay also contains overcurrent fault
detectors (0C), and a second offset mho characteristic (MOB) for use in out-ofstep blocking. The use of these last two functions is optional with the user.
The SLY13A is packaged in two separate units, as shown in Fig. 1 (1) a
tap block unit, containing tap blocks and other adjustments for setting the
reach and overcurrent pickup level, and (2) a card unit containing printed circuit cards, isolating transformers, links, and test push-buttons. Each of these
physical units is in a metal enclosure designed for mounting on 19 inch racks. Each
unit is 4 rack units high (one rack unit is 1 3/4").
These two units contain the necessary components for protecting all three
phases of a power.system. Therefore, only one SLY13A relay is required per terminal
of equipment.
The SLY13A requires a 16.8 volt power supply, with bias voltages, which can
be obtained from a Type SSAllA power supply. The output of the SLY13A consists of
low voltage signals which feed into a Type SLAl2A "pilot control and trip unit."
APPLICATION
The Type SLY13A relay is for use in directional comparison pilot relaying or
similar applications requiring a directional mho tripping unit (MT), an offset
mho unit (MB), and an out-of-step blocking unit (M0B ), where the maintenance of
stability requires 1 1/4-cycle relaying on 2 or 3 terminal lines. This maximum time
includes the necessary delays to insure time coordination between the blocking and
the trip-attempt functions performed by the respective mho units, when using a
high-speed pilot channel (2 ms. starting time, 3 ms. stopping time).
A diagram of external connections is shown in Fig. 2.
RATINGS
The SLY13A relays are designed for use in an environment where the air temperature outside the relay case does not exceed 55C.
The current circuits of the SLY13A relay are rated at 5 amperes, 60 cycles,
for continuous duty, and have a one-second rating of 330 amperes. The potential
circuits are rated 120 volts, 60 cycles.
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he range of adjus

nt of the function in the SLY13A relay are listed

belo
Tripping:
0.75 to 30 ohms at 60° maximum reach angle
0
(0.85 to 34 ohms at 75 angle)
MB Blocking:
750
forward reach
0.2 to 30 ohms at
(along the protected line);
0.75 to 30 ohms at 75° reverse reach
(away from protected line)
Mog Out-of-Step:
2 to 60 ohms at 60° forward reach
0.75 to 7.5 ohms at 60° reverse reach
Overcurren
3 to 12 tperes pickup range
OPERATING PRINCI S & CHARACThRISTICS
The SLY13A re ay contains the three functions MT, MB, and MOB, all having
circular "mho" characteristics as shown in Fig. 3. All measurements are made on
a phase-to-phase basis (i.e., V1-2 is compared with 11-12) in order to obtain the
same relay reach for phase-to-phase and three-phase faults.
The oho characteristics are obtained by converting relay currents into voltage
signals (1Z), c ombining these 1Z signals with signals proportional to line voltage
(V), d measuring the phase angle between the appropriate combinations to obtain
the desired characteristic,
urrents are converted into IZ signals in transactors (air gap reactors with
secondary windings). Transactors in this equipment are tapped on the secondary, and
1Z tap blocks are marked with numbers equal to the line-to-neutral reach with
100% voltage tap. Relay reach may be increased by using voltase taps less than
100%.
The Z of the 1Z quantity is the transfer impedance of the transactor, or
VOUTIIN' Transactor secondaries also have loading resistors, which are adjusted
to give the desired angle 0 between VouT and I. This angle determines the
maximum reach angle of the mho characteristic.
MT TRIPPING
/he MT funct on has a directional characteristic with the mho circle passing
throush the origin on an R-X diagram. The measurement principle is shown graphically in Fig. 4. C parison is between the plarizing voltage V and the operating
quantity (IZ1-11). The angle (B) between these two quantities is greater than 90
for faults external to the relay characteristic, and is less than 90° for faults
withift the relay characteristic. For faults which cause V to terminate on the
relay characteristic, the angle B is equal to 90°. This is true for any angular
location of V, because V, IZ 1 , and IZ 1 -V form a right triangle for any point on
the relay characteristic.

t he relay at the angle
otez than 1()Z s chosen,

%f the 100% voltage tap is used, the re h of

to the IZ1 -ap liosen.

Ifa

oltage t

is

lay
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1. MB Blocking
The MB function uses a block-spike method of measuring the
angle B, as shown in Fig. 7. A narrow spike is generated at the
instant of voltage maximum in the polarizing voltage wave. This is
compared with a block obtained from the (1Z - V) quantity. Coincidence of the spike and block (both having the same polarity) indicates that the angle between V and (IZ - V) is equal to or less
than 90 0 . Operating time for this measurement, shown at the bottom
of Fig. 7, is a function of fault incidence angle, and has a maximum
time of 8.3 milliseconds, or 1/2 cycle.
2. MT Tripping
The MT function uses a block-block measuring scheme, in which
both input quantities are oonverted to block of voltage, and the
duration of their coincidence (having same polarity) is measured.
This is illustrated in Fig. 8. Blocks which are 90° apart are coincident for 4.15 milliseconds. Blocks which are less than 90° apart
are coincident for more than 4.15 milliseconds. Thus, the MT
function consists of a circuit to detect coincidence of the two Lipput blocks, followed by a 4.15 millisecond time measurement. In
the MT unit, positive half-cycle coincidence is checked separately
from negative half-cycle coincidence. Maximum operating time, shown
at-the bottom of Fig. 8, is 12 milliseconds, and minimum operating
time is 4 milliseconds.
3. MOB Out-of-Step
The MOB functions uses a block-block timing measurement similar
to that used for the MT tripping unit.
OVERCURRENT

FUNCTION

The overcurrent cards are supplied with a signal proportional
to the delta currents 11-1 2 , 12-1 3 , and 13-11. Operating current
levels are chosen on the basis of the phase-to-phase fault condition,
where the two currents add together in-phase. For the 3-phase fadlt
condition, the currents add together at a 120 0 angle, and these
currents must be 16% higher to produce the same results. However,
a 3-phase fault at the same location produces'16% more current than
a phase-to-phamsfault, so that the "reach" of the overcurrent
function in ohms is the same for phase-to-phase and 3-phase faults.
BURDEN
Later
CHOICE AND CALCULATION OF SETTINGS
The instructions given below apply only to 2-terminal lines;
see Appendix I for the details of application to 3-terminal lines.
See the section under INSTALLATION TESTS for the calculation of
tap settings, etc. to provide the desired operating values in terms
of reach and time.
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MHO F TIONS
The tripping function, MT, should be set to cover at lease 125% of
the protected section in order to maintain 1 1/4-cycle operation with
arc resistance.
Since the maxLm up reach angle of the relay (0 = 60 to 75 ) should
be less than the line angle (0) in order to provide margin for arc
resistance, this difference should be taken into account in calculating
the desired dinater of the relay characteristic as:
Zmax = Z F/cos
where:

(0 -

0)

ZF is the desired forward reach in secondary ohms at the line
angle 0.

The blocking function, MB, should be set in the direction toward the
opposite terminal of the protected line with an offset equal to either 1
ohm secondary 257. of the line ohms, whichever is greater. The small
values of offset are for possible applications where operation of MB on
ground faults must be avoided. On the SLY13A, the settings in the two
directions are independent.
The blocking function, MB, should be set in the direction away from
the opposite terminal of the protected line, for not less than either:
ZBrain --7 Z F - Zo
Or:
:It

where:

-1.25 Z FZL

ZF is the reach of the MT at the other end of the protected
line, at the angle (0) of the line, ZL is the line impedance,
and Zo is the offset ohms of MB, mentioned above, all in
secondary ohms (assuming equal CT ratios at the two ends
of the line).
OVERC

NT FUNCTIONS

The overcurrent functions (I) should be set to operate at or below
80% of the miniwnt phase-to-phase fault current flowing to a far-end
internal fault with both ends closed, if possible. Otherwise, sequential
tripping may result for faults at that location if the overcurrent
function (I) is connected to supervise tripping. However, it is desirable
to keep the setting above load current, if possible, in order to still
provide protection against false tripping due to loss of potential while
carrying load.

reach is i c ea d in invers proportion to the voltage tap. For example, if the
50% voltage tap is used, relay operation still occureefor the same vo tage applied
to the measuring circuit, but since the actual line voltage is twice this amount,
the relay reach is twice as great. The resulting circle has twice the reach, at
any fault'angle and still passes through the origin.
Relay ach for the MT unit, at any fault angle, may be calculated from the
expression
IZ Ta
V Tap

100 (at angle 0)

and:
(at any angl 43)
cos(0-8
MB and MOB
The MB and MOB functions ar offset mho characteristics, and their circles do
not pass through the o
in. This offset characteristic is obtained by adding a
second IZ quantity (IZ2) to the polarizing V quantity, as sh
in Fig. 5. Angle
measurements of B are made with a comparison of (IZ 1 -V) and IZ2 i-V), and relay
operation occurs when B 1-e 9eas before. The resulting characteristic is a
circle with di
ter IZ1 tIZ2, with a fo ard reach = 1Z 1 and a reverse reach
= IZ 2 .
shows the
The graphical illustration in Fig.
V used with different IZI
to obtain the offset characteri
and IZ2 quanti
The s
effect, and a
more accurate
ch setting, can be obtained by adju ng the V used with IZ1
separately fr.
he V used w th IZ2. To acc plish his, separate 1% taps for the
forward and rev e reach are provided, and the result ng characteristic is a
circle passing through these two points and with its di eter along the along the
transactor angle of 75 Q . The IZ 1 and IZ tap settings may be the same, or they
may be different
This separate adjustnent of MB iorwrrd and reverse reach is illustrated in
Fig. 6. In the tap block unit, the lo ard (along the protected line) taps are
identified as MB, and the reverse (away fro the protected line) tape are identified as MB*. This marking &Witte to both the IZ (current) and V (voltage) taps.
The inner circle on Fig. 6 is the characteristic obtained with the same IZ
setting (0.15 ohms) , and the s e V setting (100%) for MB and MB*. The outer
characteristic is obtained by changing the MB voltage tap to 80% and the MB*
voltage tap is 40%.
The MB function has 0.2, 0.75, and 3 ohm IZ taps (MB) in the forward direction
and 0.75 and 3 ohm taps (NB*) in the reverse direction. It has 1% voltage taps
in both directions.
The MOB function has IZ taps (2 and 6 ohms) in the forward direction only.
It has a fixed 0.75 ohm reverse reach with 100% voltage tap. Roth the forward
and reverse reach can be increa ed by 10% voltage taps, MOB (forward) and MOB*
(reverse).
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the overcurrent function is not connected to supervise tripping,
but if breaker failure relaying is used, the overcurrent function shodld
be set to operate at or below 807. of the minim
phase-to-phase fault
current with only this end closed, as its function then is to maintain
the breaker-failure-initition function (BFI) energized until the fault
is cleared.
If the overcurrent function is not connected to supervise tripping,
and if breaker-failure relaying is not used, the overcurrent setting is
immaterial.
OUT-OF-S P-BLOCKING
The out-of-step blocking function, MOB, should be set at values
chosen by ans of a graphic solution on an R-X diagram, including swing
lines for different system conditions, showing the successive values of
apparent impedance at known intervals of time as the fastest swing (for
each system condition) progresses. The reach of MOB should exceed
the reach of MT by an amount sufficient to allow at least enough time
to operate the A/0 timing unit in the logic. This A/0 unit has an ad..'
justment range of 2-4 cycles; the 4-cycle setting is preferred unless
it requires too great a reach on MOB. The times involved in choosing
settings for the MOB and A/0 units are measured along the swing line
intersecting the MOB and la , charactetistits,.' af utY. sistng study ia'available as a basis for these settings, the MOB setting in the direction
of the protected line should be at least 1257. of the setting of Mt,
and the MOB offset setting in the opposite direction should be at least
257. of the setting of MT, if this will not cause MOB to operate in response to the apparent impedance presented by load conditions.
A/0 should be set to pick up in 4 cycles, unless a shorter time is
necessary because of an unusually fast swing situation or because the
time available for its operation has been reduced by having to set MOB
for less than the 257. margin beyond MT.
CONSTRUCTION

The components of the SLY13A relay are mounted in two separate containers, (1) the tap block unit and (2) the card unit. Interconnections
between these units are made by multiconductor shielded cable, as shown
in Fig. 9.
TAP BLOCK
The tap block uni (see Fig. 1) contains the tap blocks for making
reach settings of the MB, MT, and MOB units. It also contains rheostats
for making the MT ximu reach angle adjustment, the MOB maximum reach
angle adjustnitnt, and for making the overcurrent operate level adjustment. All of these adjust nts are located on the front mounting plate
of the tap block unit, behind the hinged front panel.
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There ar three sets of reach-setting tap blocks, one for phases
1-2, one for phases 2-3, and one for phases 3-1. Each set contains
voltage (V) taps on the upper 3 tap blocks, and current (IZ) taps
on the lower tap block. The phase 2-3 blocks have an additional IZ
tap block for MOB mounted above the other tap blocks.
The method of making reach tap settings is illust ated in Fig. 10,
which shows typical settings for the phase 1-2 or phase 3-1 set of blocks.
The 107. voltage taps are on the left half of the tap block arrangement,
the fixed taps MT, MB,
and settings are made by connecting jumpers fr
and MBA' on the center voltage tap block-to the desired 107. tap.
The 17. voltage taps appear on the right half of the voltage tap
blocks, and adjust -nt is made by connecting two jumpers as shown in
Fig. 10. This vernier adjustment, which can be adjusted up to 57. in
the 107. tap setting de17. steps, is either added to or subtracted fr
pending on the manner of connecting the two jLnaper8. If the jumpers do
not cross over, the difference between the two tape is the percent
added to the basic 107. tap setting. If the leads are crossed over, the
the basic 107. tap setting.
difference is the percent subtracted fr
In other words, second digit settings of 6,7,8, or 97. require a crossover of these j pers, plus the use of the next higher 107. tap.
Tap settings between 0 and 57. are made using taps as showu below:

1
2
3
4
5
Current
connecting j
tap position.

USE TAP
0-0
0-1
1-3
0-3
1-5
0-5
made as shown in Fig. 10, again
tap setting
s from the fixed tap position to the desired adjustable

The phase 2-3 tap block arrangement has two additional 107. taps for
MOk and MOB*. These are connected by j pers to the 107. tap blocks in
a manner similar to that for the MT and MB settings. The IZ tap block
at the top of the unit (marked MOB) provided adjustment of MOB in the
forward direction only.
for "po1rrizing phase shift" adjustThere are three potenti e
ment mounted inside the tap blcr. unit. These are factory-adjusted to
produce the polarizing voieege spike at the correct angle, and should
not require readjust
in the field.
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Incom ng currents and voltages are supplied to the tap block unit
through a screw terminal block (YA) at the rear. Output voltage signals
appear at five 10-point sockets at the rear for interconnection with
the card or logic unit.
C UNIT
The SLY13A logic unit contains two rows of printed circuit cards plus
links and push-buttons. Mounted behind the cards are a group of isolating
transférmers, s
capacitors, and a diode board. Push-buttons on the
front panel simulate operation of the carrier start MB function,ald
of the MT tripping function. Links on the front panel provide a choice
of overcurrent fault detectors IN or OUT, and also a choice of out-ofstep blocking used to block tripping (TRIP), to block reclosing (RECLOSE)
or to block neither (OUT).
Printed circuit cards are indentified by a code number, such as A3,
D6, L10, etc. where A Hans auxiliary, D means discriminator, L means
logic, and T means time delay. The identification and location of individual cards is shown in Fig. 11. Individual cards and sockets are keyed
to prevent inse ting cards in the wrong sockets.

The logic unit has a test card in he T P o sit ion (lower right-hand).
Test points are n bared 1 to 10 ft top to bottom on this card. The
upper test point, TP1, is connected to the negative or reference bus of
the transistor circuits, and the lower test point, TP10, is connected to
the+15.6 volt bus. The other 8 test points are located at selected
points within the logic circuitry and may be used to trace outputs and
to make settings on time delay cards.
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Internal connections for the tap block unit are shown in Fig. 12.
Input currents and voltages are identified at the left of the drawing,
where numbers within squares represent YA terminal biock numbers.
Output signals are represented by the double-arrow connector symbol and
corresponding wire or socket pin number at the right of the drawing.
Output signal leads for the MT and MB functions are grouped together
in interconnecting cables by phases. All signals for phases 142 are

in the C011 calbe (having leads 11 to 20), those for— phases 2-3 are in
the CO21 cable, and thoee for phases 3-1 are in the CO31 cable. All
over-current output signals are in the C041 cable, and all MOB signals
are in the CO51 cable.
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Inte nal connections for the SLY13A logic units are shown in hg. 13,
and &legend of symbols used in this and other static relay drawings is
shown in Fig. 44. All inputs to the SLY13A logic unit are from the tap
block unit, except the supply voltage from the power supply, and all
outputs are connected to a Type SLA pilot logic and trip unit.
A et:thematic representation of the a-c circuits for phases 1-2 is
ines the parts of the circuit that
shown in Fig. 15. This drawing c
are in the tap block unit with the parts that are in the logic unit to
give a better understanding of the input signals to the logic unit cards.
Phases 2-3 and 3-1 are similar in arrangement except for the addition
of MOB in phases 2-3.
The MT card is supplied with a po arizing voltage taken directly from
the relay input voltage, V1-2, and passed through a series L-C memory
circuit and an isolating transformer. The other input to the MT card
is (IZ - V ), with the IZ component coming from the MT transactor TG, and
the MT tap on the tapped autotransfOrmer TA.
the V P°rtion c.ing fr
The (IZ - V) voltage is limited by diode-clippers on the primary of
the 1:6 transformer feeding the Dll card.
V), with
In the MB function, the polarizing input voltage is (IZ
the IZ portiOn c ing from the MB* tap on transactor TD, and the V
portion from the MB* tap on autotransformer TA. This circuit contains
a series L-C memory circuit, and an R-C polarizing phase shift circuit,
the latter a necessary part of the block-spike measuring scheme. The
circuit is similar to that for MT, except that it is obtained
(IZ
aps on the autotransformer and on transactor TD.
The MB transactor voltage is also used to supply a signal, proportional
to I- 1 2 , to the overcurrent level detector, D13, in the logic unit.
Referring now to the logic diagram of Fig. 13, outputs of the three
MB cards are paralleled and connected to a P19 "pulsestretcher" which
converts the spike output of the D3 card to a continuous output signal.
This output can be monitored at TP8, and is passed to the "pilot logic
and trip" SLAl2A through lead 63 in cable C061.
Each of the MT cards has two outputs, one for each polarity, and
these are supplied to 4/9 timers (4.15 millisecond operat, 9 millisecond
reset) to produce the mho characteristic. All 4/9 outputs are connected
in parallel to test point TP2 and to lead 66 in the C061 cable.
The MOB functimimeasures on phases 2-3 only and uses a single 4/9
er switg condition,
timer. Its output is available at TP7. During a
when the apparent impedance seen by the relay passes first through the
MOB and later through the MT characteristic, the blocking output is
obtained if the swing is slow enough for the A/0 timer to operate before
MT operates. The fact that MT has not operated permits A/0 to begin
timing, because of the NOT input to the AND-3 card.- If the A/0 card does
produce an output before MT operates, this A/0 output is fed back to the
AND-3 input so that later MT operation does not interrupt the A/0 output.
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The MT tripping circuit consists of MT output at TP2, followed by

a 4 millisecond delay and the circuit of AND-2. The 4 millisecond delay,
when added to the minimum MT operating time of 4 milliseconds, gives a
minimum MT operating time of 8 milliseconds, which is equal to the maximum MB operating time. The AND-2 card produces an output if there is
an (Mt 4) output, an OC (overcurrent) output, and NOT an MOB output.
(The circle on pin 4 signifies NOT). If the overcurrent fault detectors
are taken out of the circuit by moving the OC link to the OUT position,
a plus voltage signal is applied continuously to the pin 6 input of the
AND-2 card, permitting an output for (MT 4) AND NOT MOB.
The function of AND-1 is to provide a seal-in signal to mainta n the
output trip signal even though the fault voltage is so low that MT
does not maintain an output signal throughout the fault duration (polarizing voltage must be present for an MT output, and memory maintains it
for approxLmately 2 cycles). Once a phase trip signal appears in the
SLAl2A relay, this signal is fed back through cable lead 65, through the
4/0 timer to AND-2 and the output signal is maintained. The overcurrent
input to AND-1 breaks the seal-in when the breaker clears and the
current drops to zero.
INSTALLATION TEST
C SSARY AD US
The following ad ustments should be made by the user, in acco
with the instructions given below, before putting the relays into
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

nce
rvice.

Reach IZ taps, MT, MB, MB*, and MOB.
MT reach by voltage tap setting.
MB and MB* reach by voltage tap setting.
MOB and MOB* reach by voltage tap setting, is used.
Overcurrent operate level, if used.
A/0 time setting, if MOB used.
MT phase angle, if other than 60°.
MOB phase angle if other than 60°.

Connect all interconnecting cables fram tap block to logic units
and from logic unit to power supply, before beginning tests.
MERAL TESTING INSTRUCTIONS
Input Circui
The SLY13A tap block unit has a 10-point terminal block
on the rear of the unit, identified as the YA terminal block.
Where the drawout case test facility is used, this is connected
to the YA block on the tap block unit by a 10-conductor cable
and input currents and voltages can be supplied through the
standard Type XLA test plug. Where other test facilities are
used, input currents and voltages should be applied to test points
which connect to the same YA termna1 points as those shown on
the test circuit diagrams.

2. Out ut

nala

The SLY13A logic unit has a test card in the T position. This
test card has 10 pin jacks mounted on the outer edge of the card and
numbered 1 to 10 from top to bottom These jacks are the test points
shown as TP1 to TP10 on the SLY13A logic diagram, Fig. 13.
Output signals are measured with respect to the reference bus
or TP1, the upper jack on the test card. Outputs are continuous
15 volts for the ON condition,
signals of approximately -4- 10 to
and 0 volts for the OFF condition. This output can be monitored with
an oscilloscope, a portable high impedance d-c voltmeter, or with
When the test panel voltthe test panel voltmeter if available
meter is available, the voltmeter negative terminal will normally
be connected to the reference bus, and placing the relay test lead
in the proper test point pin jack will connect the me er for testing.
Where time delay cards (T2, T4, etc.) are to be adjusted or
checked, an oscilloscope which can display two traces simultaneou
and which has a calibrated horizontal weep should be used.
CAUTION: It is a design characteri ic of most electronic
instruments that one of the signal input terainals is connected to
the instr ent7chassie. Since the SLY13A reference voltage, which
nt,
normally will be connected to the ground input of the instr
is near the (-I-) station battery voltage level, the instrument
chassie must be insulated from station ground. If the instrument
power cord contains a third lead, that lead must NOT be connected
to station ground.
ewever, if the input to-the oscilloscope,is a
differential, amplifier
d, ither incomint,signal lead is tied
directly to the instrument ground, it is not necessary to observe
the above precautions.
DETAILED TESTING INSTRUCTIONS-

NTS

Reach Tap Settings
The arrange nt of the reach-setting tap blocks is described
under the section on CONSTRUCTION, and the choice of tap settings.
is discussed under the section on A11ICATION, Make tap settings
in accordance with those instructions, moving only the knurled screws
(and associat d j pers) to get the desired relay reach setting.
The IZ tap block for MT has two taps, 0.75 and 3 ohms. The
0.75 ohm tap should be used for reach values between 0.75 and 2.9
ohms, and the 3 ohm tap for values between 3 and 30 ohms. All of
these values are line-to-neutral ohms.
The IZ tap block for M3 provides the s
choice of taps in
both the reverse, or MB* direction, and the forward direction. It
also provides a 0.2 ohm tap in the forward direCtion. This is
intended for use where only a very ra11 amount of forward reach
is desired, and can be used for MB settings between 0.2 and 0.75
ohms.
The IZ tap block for MOB provides a choice of two taps, 2 and'
6 ohms. The 2 ohm tap should be used for reach settings between
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6 and 60 ohms.
- For details nf voltage tap settings see the section hea
CONSTRUCTION.
2. Testing Mho Characteristics
The mho characteristics may be checked over a portion of their
range by using the test circuit shown in Fig. 16. This circuit uses
the test box (102L201), test reactor (6054975) and test resistor
(6158546) described in GEI-44236. Cs binations of resistor and
reactor taps may be chosen to provide 30° and 60° angles between the
voltage and current supplied to the relay. The resistor alone
supplies a 0° angle, and the reactor alone gives an angle near 90°.
Therefore, four points in the first quadrant may be checked using
this equipment. In addition, the voltage connection to the relay
may be reversed, and four points in the third, or reverse, quadrant
checked.
At any given test angle, the impedance of the test resistorreactor combination must be more than twice the phase-to-neutral reach
of the relay at that angle, because the test simulates a phase-tophase fault where the relay sees twice the phase-to-neutral ohms.
If the test box selector switches are reduced from 1007 until a
st eady -state relay output (10 to 15 volts) is observed, the selector
switch setting indicates the relay phase-to-phase reach as a percentage of the resistor-reactor ohms. For example, if the
resistor-reactor ohms are 12 ohms, and the selector witch setting
is 75, the relay reach at that angle is 75% X 12
9 ohms phase-tophase, or 1/2 (757;. X 12):: 4.5 ohms phase-to-neutral.
NOTE: The use of the test box may produce a tran ient
output from the MB or other functions because the test
box removes all voltage as the knobs are switched from
one tap to another. This is not an indication of transient
overreach, and therefore only the steady-state output
should be used in detenining the relay characteristic.
Input connections for checking any of the mho characteristics
should be made in accordance with Fig. 16 and Table I. These
connections provide utasurements in the forward direction (along
the protected line).
TAB
S TO POINT
RS IN F

Output signals are used at the tet points shown in Table II.
In addition, certain cards should be romoved (or oulled forward
far enough to disengage the pins) in order to be ,iure that the
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output observed is from the phase being checked.
TABLE I

A more complete relay characteristic may be obtained by using
the test circuit of Fig. 17, which contains a phase-shifter and
Phas e- angle meter. The connections of Tables I and II apply to
Fig. 17 as well as to Fig. 16.
e current Function Operate Lev 1

The three overcutrent fault detector cards (D13 cards in
L position) can be tested, and their operating level can be
adi neted in the followin g manner. Apply current, through a
rheostat, to the terminals shown in Table III, and read output

J,

K4

at test point TP5. Output voltage is + 10 to 4- 15 volts when
unit 0Perates. lb adjust operate level, turn rheostat on tap
block front panel, using the appropriate rheostat for the phase
Pair being checked. Turn rheostat CLOCKWISE to increase operate
level. Increase current slowly to check operate level. Decrease
current s owly to check reset level.
TABLE III

YA TER1INALS
5
PH 2 =

J

R
6-8
8 10
10-6

OUTPUT
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This test corresponds to a phase-to-phase fault where the
two currents involved are in phase. The operating level for
3-phase faults is 167. higher than the value observed in this
test.
4.

op Function

Time Setting.

The out-of-step time delay card, A/0, is in the R position.
It can be adjusted for an operate delay in the range of 2 to 4
cycles (33 to 67 milliseconds) and has no delay on resetting.
TP7 can be used for the input signal and TP6 can be used to
monitor the output. Connect a switch between TP10 and TP7 to
supply the proper input signal, and use this signal to trigger
the sweep of an oscilloscipe. Connect the TP6 output voltage to
the oscilloscope (with TP1 connected to oscilloscope ground) and
observe the tLwe fr beginning of trigger to rise of output
voltage. Adjust potentiometer on TP7 card in R position to change
time delay, turning potenti eter clockwise to increase delay.
MT Phase Angle Rheostat

The MT phase angle rheostats, located on the front pinel of
the tap block unit, are normally adjusted to produce a 60 maximum
reach angle of the MT characteristic. These rheostats are
loading resistors on the secondaries of transactors in theaZ-V)
circuit for the MT function. A 60° maximum reach angle results
when the transactor secondary voltage leads the transactor primary
current by 60° . If it is desired to increase the maximum reach
angle to 75 0 , or to inyAingle between 60°and 75 0 , this can be done
by unloading the transactor to make its transfer impedance angle,
0, equal to the desired maximum reach angle.
A preliminary adjustment can be made us ng the circuit of Fig. 18,
which applied approximately 5 amperes to the primary of the transactor
and measures output angle at the MT card input. Set the voltage tap to
zero for the phase being checked, so that the (IZ - V) output is IZ
only. Remove the MT card on the phase being checked and insert a test
card to gain access to the pin 3 and pin 5 points in the card socket .
Connect to a dual trace oscilloscope as shown.
The Channel A voltage, taken across the 24 ohm tap of a 6054975
test reactor, provides a reference voltage that leads the transactor
primary current by 87.5 0 . The output voltage will be a flat-topped
wave, whose zero-crossings can be c pared with the reference voltage
to determine the output voltage angle 0. The calibrated horizontal
sweep of the oscilloscope can be used to measure time between zerocrossings, which can be converted to degrees by the constant 1 milli
second = 21.6° . The following table may be helpful in converting
time measurements to angle measurements:

-15 0
60
65
70
75

87.5 - 0
27.5
22.5
17.5
12.5

Time
1.27
1.04
0.81
0.58

ms
ms
ms
ms

The angle 0 can be changed by adjusting the MT phase angle
rheostat, being careful to adjust the proper rheostat for the
phase being checked. Turn the rheostat adjusttng screw clockwise
to increase phase angle.
After this adjustment has been made, the MT characteristic
should be checked, using the test circuit described above under
REQUIRED ADJUSThENTS. If the resulting maximum reach angle is not
close enough to the desired maximum reach angle, the difference in
degrees should be noted, and a second adjustment of the MT phase
angle rheostat by this amount should be made to obtain the desired
characteristic.
6. MOB Phase Angle Rheostat
Since the MOB function is used with the MT function, it may
be desirable to adjust the MOB characteristic whenever the'14T
characteristic is changed. The phase shift can be checked as
described above for MT, using the phase 2-3 input connection, and
checking output at the N position. Check MOB characteristic as
described above under TESTING MHO CHARACTERISTICS.
Additional Adiustments and Tests
The following information covers items which have been covered
in factory tests. This information is supplied for use in trouble
shooting or in checking overall performance of the various SLY13A
functions.
1. T11 4 9 T e
These cards should have a 4.15 millisecond delay on operate
time and a 9 millisecond delay on reset time. The 4.15
millisecond time is important in making the 90° measurement
and affects the shape of the mho characteristic: times longer
than 4.15 milliseconds tend to narrow the characteristic and
times shorter than 4.15 milliseconds tend to widen the characteristic. The 9_ millisecond reset time is provided to overlap the
next half-cycle measurement and produce a continuous output.
To check the 4/9 timers in the MT circuits, connect the test
circuit used above for checking MT characteristic, and reduce
the applied voltage until the fault condition applied to the
relay is within the relay characteristic. Consider phase 1-2
first. Remove the MT cards in the other phases (AJ and AM
positions) and the 4/9 card from the AG position. Use a card
adapter with the AE position card to get access to its input
terminal, AE-6. Connect the input to this card to one channel
of a dual trace oscilloscope and the output (TP2) to the other
channel.
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in Fig. 19. The
Typical waveshapes for this test are she)
the
MT
card,
and this
a
the
pin
7
output
fr
AE card receives
output should be blocks greater than 4 milliseconds long, with
gape longer than 8 milliseconds. Changing applied fault voltage changes the width of the block. The 4/9 tie-r should operate
4.15 milliseconds after the beginning of each pin 7 output block,
and should drop 9 milliseconds after the end of the pin 7 block.
If adjustn-nts are necessary, use the potentisee er screws on
the 4/9 card to make changes. Turn the inner potenti.--ter CW
to increase operate time, and turn the outer potenti
ter CW
to increase reset tin,. These potenti.e-ters can be turned
approximately 20 turns for ceeplete travel f .e one end to the
other.
Place the card adapter in the AG position and place the AG
position 4/9 card in the adapter. Repeat the procedure described
above to check and adjust this card. The input to this card is the
pin 8 output frse the MT card, and appears on the opposite half
cycle to that for the pin 7 output.

Replace both 4/9 cards (AE and

A )

and check TP2 output to be

sure that output is continuous.
Repeat this procedure for the phase 2-3 and phase 3-1 circuits,
fr.e the other two phases,
and applying input current and voltage to the proper terminals for
the phase pair being tested. Refer to Fig. 13 for identification
of 4/9 cards.
in each case removing the MT cards

As a final check on the accuracy of the 4.15 millisecond
setting, the MB characteristic may be rechecked and c . epared with
the desired characteristic. If h a l f- c ycle output is observed
at the threshold of operation, this can be corrected by a finer
adjustment of the two 4/9 tnrs on the phase being checked.
The 4/9 card in the MOB circuit requires a different procedure,
since the two outputs of the MOB card are connected together and
only one 4/9 card is used. Connect current and voltage inputs
as described under TESTING es CHARACTERISTICS for clocking phase
2-3 relay characteristic, and place P position 4/9 card in card
adapter. Connect 4/9 card input (pin 6) to one channel of oscillo-

scope, and 4/9 card output (TP7) to the other channel.
Refer to Fig. 20 for wave shapes for this test. Input to 4/9
card should be blocks slightly longer than 4 milliseconds (adjust

applied a-c voltage, if necessary, to obtain this). These blocks
occur every half-cycle, h ever, and gaps are less than 4 milliseconds long. In order to observe the operate delay tie-, the reset
must be reduced (turn euter pot CCW) ao that 4/9 output resets
each half cycle.
4.15 millisecond operate time can be checked
and adjusted with this short reset thqa (turn inner pot CW to increase operate time) and then the reset time can be increased until
output becarees continuous (turn outer pot CW to inerease reset time).
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2.
This card is in the AP position, and should produce a 4 millisecond delay on operation and no delay on reset. It can be checked
using the MT card to generate blocks slightly longer than 4 milliseconds by connecting the relay characteristic circuit of Fig. 16,
using connections for phase 1-2, re . ving the AZ and AG position
cards, and connecting a j per from 1.1-6 to TP2.
1.E-6
point can be made accessible by placing a test card in the AR position. Connect the 4/0 card input, TP2, to one channel of an oscilloscope, and the 4/0 card output, TP3, to the other channel. Adjust input a-c voltage so that input blocks at TP2 are longer than
4 milliseconds.
Typical wave shapes for correct operation are shown in Fig. 21
Output should begin 4 milliseconds after beginning of input block,
and end at the s
t
that input block ends. If adjustment
is necessary, turn pot on 4/0 card CW to increase operate time
delay.
3. T2 (7/11) ulss Strøtc
purpose of these pulse stretchers is to convert the output
of the MB cards to a continuous output. Pulses occur every 8 milliseconds (1/2 cycle) and the 9 millisecond reset time provides overlap from one pulse to the next..
reset t <
s not have to be
exact, but it should be long enough to produce continuous output
without being excessively long.
To check the P19 operation, connect relay characteristic circuit of Fig. 16, using connections for phases 1-2 and reduce
voltage until MB output is indicated at TP8. Reduce reset time
of PK9 card by turning potenti . ter screw CCW until gaps begin
to appear in MB output. Then turn screw CW to increase reset time
until output is continuous again.
MAI NANCE
PERIODIC TESTS

NOTE: For any periodic testing of the SLY13A, the trip coil circuit of the circuit:=brekker should be opened by removing one of the
connection plugs in the SLA relay test and connection receptacle,
or by opening other test switches provided for this purpose.
Removing the connection plug at the YA test and connection receptacle
s not open the trip circuit.
Reach of the MT, MB, and NCB functions and overcurrent operate level
may be checked at periodic intervals, using the instructions under "INSTALLATION TESTS". Cable connections between the SLY13A and the SLA
relay may be checked by using push-buttons in the SLY13A to produce
CARRIER START and TRIP outputs.
C
START button should start a
pilot channel blocking signal. The
P button should produce a tripping
output from the SLA and light the PH target light in the SLA. Tripping
output fr. the SLA can be checked by an actual circuit breaker trip
operation, by o
irga:nauxilgrz
3
. relay M A), or by energising a
resistive load
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Test points are provided at selected points in the SLY13A card unit
and may be used to observe outputs if trouble-shooting is necessary.
The use of a card adapter will make all the pins on any one card available for testing.
All output voltages at the test points are measured with respect to
the reference bus, TP1, and under normal conditions are less than 2
volts. , When an output appears at any test point, the voltage at that
point 4W-itches to a continuous ON signal (1- 10 tO f 15 volte).
The test points in the SLY13A relay are identified below:
TEST POINT

TP1 'REFERENCE
TP2
TP3
TP4
TP5
TP6
TP7
TP8
TP9
TP10

FUNCTION

(0 Volts)
MT Output
MT+ 4 ms Output
Phase Trip (from SLA)
Overcurrent Output
A/0 Timer Output
MOB output
MB Output
Local Phase Trip Output
1.15.6 VOLT BUS

The physical location of components (transactors, transformers,
etc.) in the tap block unit is shown in Fig. 22. The location of
components behind the printed Circuit card area in the logic drawings
refer to components shown on internal connection diagrams, Figs. 12
and 13.
SPARE CARDS

The number of spare cards to carry in stock would depend on the
total number of static relays, using similar cards, at the same location
or serviced by the same test group. For each type of card (different
coda designation) a suggested minimum number of spare cards would be:
1 spare for 1 to 25 cards
2 spares for 26 to 75 cards
3 spares for 76 to 150 cards
The following table lists the quantity of each type of printed circuit card used in the SLY13A relay and the part numbers to bos used in
ordering spare cards. These numbers are stamped on the individual cards.
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CODE

PART NUMBER

QUANTITY

Dll
D13
D18
L3
L4
L6
T2
T4
T7
Tll

0116B6773G1
0116B6775G1
0128B1371G1
0116B4989G1
011686777G1
0116B6666G1
0116B6642G1
0116B4945G1
0116B4947G1
0116B6648G1

4
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
7

CARD DRAWINGS
Details of the circuits of the printed circuit cards are shown in
Fig. 24.
OUTLIM DRAWINGS
Outline drawings are shown in the following Figs:
Fig. '25 - Tep Block Unit
Fig. 26 - Logic Unit
Fig. 27 - Test & Connection Receptacle
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APPENDIX I
3-Terminal Applications

The ideal performance of a line re eying pystem for either a
2-terminal or a 3-termina ine may be defined in very broad and
simple terms, as follows:
Trip all terminals simultaneously for any IN
fault at any location with any expected dist hut ion
of current contributions.
Trip no terminal for an EXTERNAL fault at any location
with any expected distribution of current contributions.
It is the choice of settings for the MT, and MB units which
needs to be analyzed in detail in order to insure that both of
these requirements will be met. These requirements are not Peculiar
to static relaying, but apply equally to electro-mechanical relaying.
1.

In order to p ovide simultaneous tripping of all three
terminals, it is necessary to use reach settings of the
mho units MT, large enough to insure that all three
terminals will respond with margin, for an INTERNAL
fault at any terminal with all three closed, regardless
of the possible outage of some adjacent external line
connection two terminals either directly or indirectly,
or outage of some external source forming part of the
system near a given terminal.

2.

It is necessary to choose reach settings of the blocking
mho units MB at the fault terminal (s) Large enough , to in
sure that the blocking relay at one or the other fault
terminal will respond with margin, for any external fault
at the limit of reach of the tripping units.
It is necessary to check the resulting R-X characteristics
of the blocking units MB to insure that they will not be
operated by the maximum emergency loading unless:
( ) Continuous carrier is permissible, for this
condition, and
(b) Out-of-step blocking can be omitted at this
terminal, and
(c) The minimu, apparent impedance of a load
swing is not small enough to trip MT at this
te ninal.
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These points will all be considered in the order just listed.
It may not prove to be feasible to meet the first requirement,
of obtaining response of all terminals for every fault, if there are
external ties between the source and the fault terminals, or if one
of the terminals lacks a source of generation; and in such cases, some
special provision must be made if simultaneous tripping is required.
It is even possible to have fault current flowing out of one terminal
through an external tie, to an internal fault near another terminal; and
in such a case, special provision must be made in order even to permit
the tripping of the obher two terminals.
MT Settings
The calculation of the apparent impedance resulting from infeed to
the junction J (Fig. 284) requires knowledge of the maximum current
contributions from other terminals, and, therefore, requires a fault
study that takes into account possible outages of lines or generation
or both, external to the protected line. With this data at hand, the
apparent impedances for terminal A can be calculated from the relations:
I

- I
4.Z
AB - AJ
JB

(I

AJ

I ) /I
CJ
AJ

and:
Z - Z
A - AJ

Z

J

(I 4-I BJ) /iAj
AJ

Similar relations, except with the subscripts interchanged, apply
for the two apparent impedances seen by the relays at B for faults at
C or A, and by the relays at C for faults at A or B. These:7six results
can all be tabulated, like those in Table A-1, which were calculated
for a specific case where one of the line terminals included a power
transformer. The actual current is also tabulated for convenience in
setting the overcurrent fault detectors, if used.
TABLE A-1

APPARENT OHMS & ACTUAL CURRENT SEEN BY RELAY
RMINL FOR FAULTS AT:
A

6.5C

69.0
8.6
5-3

1.96
1.70
1.34
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19.8
19.1
10.8

4.46
4.50
0

10.4
9.0
16.0

In each horizontal row, representing conditions seen by a given ro
laying terminal, the higher of the to values for faults at the other
terminals is underlined. This ia the value on which the forward reach
setting Z p should be based, and the MT reach suggested for 3-terminal
lines i f.25 X the apparent impedance:
1.25 Z

APP

Since the line angle 0 will probably exceed the maximum-reach an
unvp:Ihistdif4rence should be taken into
afiNT Wan appreetabi
account by using the fol owing expression to determine the restraint
tap setting which fixes the d eter:

0

100 ZHIN
ZF
cos (0-0)
MB Settings
The calculation of this setting for a g ven terminal may take
either one of two different forms, depending on the nature of the external circuits and sources. One method of calculation applied where
there is no e x terna l condit io n which can cause the terminal under
calculation to act as a single source terminal, supplying current
simultaneously thro u gh the other two terminals to an external fault
on some line between them; this is identified as "1 Fault Terminal".
The other method of calculation applied where a single source terminal
can, under some conditions, supply fault current simultaneously through
both of the other two terminals as fault terminals feeding a single
fault within same range of location along an external tie between these
two
inals; this is identified as "2 Fault Terminals".
MB Setting, I Fault Terminal
be ng calculated for an external
If the setting of MB at terminal A
no external fault condition
fault outside terminal A, and if there i
fault terminals (such
which will cause both terminals A and B to act a
as an external tie between them), then one min
reach setting of
MB and A can safely be calculated on a 2-terminal basis, from the line
impedance Z BJ ZAJ and the forward reach of MT at B, by the following
relation, which gives 257. reach of MB(A) beyond MT(B):
MB(A)

1.25 MT(B)
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(ZBJ

ZA j)

4

Likewise, if the sett ng of MB at terminal A is being calculated for
an external fault outside te inal A, and if there is no external fault
condition which w ll cause both te inals A and C to act as fault terninals
(such bs an external tie between them), then the other minimum reach setting
of MB at A can safely be calculated on a 2-terminal basis, from the line
impedance Zc j -i- ZAJ and the forward reach of MT at C, by the following
relation, which gives 25% reach of MB(A) beyond MT(C):
MB(A)
For
above.

1 25 MT(C) - (Z cj

ZAj)

use the greater of the two minimum reach settings calculated

For MB(B) setting, follow a similar
interchanged, B, C, and A instead of A,

double procedure with subscripts
B, and C respectively.

For MB(C) setting, fo low a similar
interchanged, C, A, and B instead of A,

double procedure with subscripts
B, and C respectively.

MB Setting. 2 Fault Te

nals

With an external tie between teuivals. ,he location of the fault
on that external tie may be such as to divide the contribution from
the single source te nal equally between two fault terminals giving
a parallel impedance of the two branches (Fig. 28B) still low enough
to cause the tripping mho unit MT at the source terminal to respond
to the fault. The settings chosen for the blocking fault detectros at
the two fault temthinala must be such that for any external fault beyond
them, one or the other will respond. In order to provide margin for
blocking, at least one MB should respond for any fault that would be
within the reach of an MT unit with a reach 1.25 t.s as great as the
actual value.
MB Setting, 2 Fault Terminals No
To a rive at MB settings which are safe for this particular 2-fault
terminal condition with a minimum of calculations, it may be assumed
that the external loop BC is just long enough to permit ?,MA) to reach
every portion of the loop in the absence of infeed at B or C; if it
were any longer, or if there ere a reliable minimum infeed at B
or C, there would be a dead zone D with limits D(B) and D(C), between
which any fault that occurred would not operate MT(A) with its reach
increased by 25%. Then minimum reach settings of MB(B) and MB(C)
may be chosen, eachof which will just reach the dead point D of the
loop JBDCJ including the 25% margin on the setting of MT(A). For
a fault at D, MB(B) and MB(C) will both provide blocking. For a fault
nearer B or C, only MB(B) or MB(C) will provide blocking, but that is
sufficient. If the external tie is open at either end, there is only
a single fault terminal, and the impedances seen by MT(A) will be
higher because it is all single-circuit impedance, not partially
parallel-circuit impedance, and the settings chosen for MB(B) and MB(C)
on the basis of 2 fault terminals will be more than adequate to provide
blocking of A.
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- 5 On the ab ve bksis, the minimum safe reach settings of MB at B or
C w th respect to A can be calculated fr the following expressions,
which include the 257. margin factor on the reach of MT(A):
2.5 MT(A)

2ZAJ ZBJ

MIN (A) MB(C)= 2.5 MT(A)

2ZAJ - Zcj

MIN (A) MB(B)

where

d MT are in units of ohms along the line.

should be borne in mind that the minimm reach settings determined for MB(B) or MB(C), for the condition of A acting as the source
terminal, may be lower than the mjnimum settings for MB(B) with C as
a source terminal, or for MB(C) with B as a source terminal. Therefore
two calculations must be made for the minimum MB settings at any given
terminal, and the higher minimum must be used.
2-Fault Terminals with Infeed
his results in specifying an underirably long reach of MB
at either B or C from the standpoint of load capability, and if there
is some minimum value of infeed that can be relied upon at B or C for
a fault on the lowest-impedance tie between them, then it is possible
to take advantage of this infeed to reduce the reach of MB at B or C
or both, and yet maintain the desired 257. margin. This is true because
the infeed increases the apparent impedance of the circuits leading from
B and/or C toward the fault (Fig. 28C).
In the pres ence of infeed at B and/or C the apparent impedance at
A for a fault at F on the lowest-impedance tie between B and C is given
by the following expressions:
ZA = (I AJ ZAJ

ImiZBJ JrIBFZ BF) /IAJ

ZA(IAJZAJ

I C CJ

Or:
ICFZ CF) /IAJ

The assumed location of the fault along the tie affects the apparent
impedance because it affects the values of Zu and Zu directly, and
the values of I BF and IcF indirectly. There Is some fault location which
gives a minimum value ofZA , but this does not necessarily peit
rm the
most desirable combination of settings of MB at B and C. If some fault
location is found, which permits using settings that are satisfactory
from the standpoint of load capability, or shorter than those required
for same other condition on the 3-terminal line, then there is no need
in trying other fault locations.
For any assumed fault location, there are three possibil ies; ZA
may be less than, equal to, or greater than 1.25 X MT(A). MB Setting,
2 Fault Terminals with Iofeed, 4A> 1-25 X MT(A)
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If the vs ue of Z A calculated for the assumed fault location i
less than 1.25 X MT(A), it is necessary to choose minimum settings of
MB at B and C which will each barely block with a fault impedance ZF
added to ZA so that Z AZ F equals 1.25 X MT(A).
With this added impedance, the desired reach settings for MB( B ) and
respectively are given by the following expressions:
(
c)
MB
MB(B)

(1.25MT(A)-

MB(C)=. (1.25MT(A)-

IIBF

BF(IBF/ B
ZCF(ICF/IJC)

(IBF 1CF)/ICF

ZEig and Zcg are measured to the assumed fault location, not including
the fault impedance.

MB Setting, 2 Fault Terminals with Infeed,_

If ZA equals 1.25 X MT(A), the desired settin

1.25 X MT(A)

are:

MB ( B ) =ZBFIBIWIJB
MB (C) == ZCF/CF/IJC
MB Setting, 2 fault Terminals with Infeed, ZA > 1.25 X MT(A)
Under this condition, for any chosen fault location F along the
external tie BC, the following minimum reach settings must be observed:
MB (B ) :7_ (1.25 MT (A) - ZAJ) 1 JB t-IJC IBF

IBF
- ZJC

•25 MT(A ) - ZAJ)1JB

CF
CF
These settings are not necessarily safe for some other fault location along the external t e BC, so enough different fault locations
must be calculated to permit plotting curves of the minimum settings
of the two units, bearing in mind that it is sufficient if only one
of them operates for any given location. However, if sufficient points
are calculated, there will be some balance point where both units will
operate.
are too
25 X MT
If calculations for this situation of Z
tedious, it may be feasible not to take adv n age of the ( Ofect of infeed.
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MB Setttng, Comparison with Maximum Emergency Load
The clearest way to make this camparison is to convert the maximum
emergency MW and MVAR values into apparent secondary impedance at
rated voltage, and plot it on the same R-X diagram with the tripping
and blocking mho characteristics.
Continuous carrier from a given terminal may be permissible on
some lines, as outlined under 3, in this Appendix. Otherwise, SODe
tradroff between the MB settings of two terminals may be possible for
the purpose of increasing the load capability while still obtaining
blocking by one or the other of these two fault terminals, for any
possible fault location within the reach of MT at the third (source)
terminal.
MB Setting
After the reach setting of each MB has been chosen, make the settings
by the procedure described under "2 Terminal Applications".
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